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Dear Edward.

Prior to our meeting on July 11, I want to bring you up to
date on the progress of the last month on the Presidentrs
New Defense Intiative.
Jim Fletcher, ex-NASA administrator, and Harold Agnew are
Ieading the effort to define a comprehensive program to be
included in the Presidentrs 1985 defense budget. After
initial chaos within the bureaucracyr the process has begun to
focus effectively and, I would even venture to sdy, is
beginning to show promise of resulting in an outstanding
product. As you know, Dave Packard and many other members
of the White House Science Council are deeply involved. In
addition, a large number of outstanding young scientists are
participating actively. At the risk of being premature, I
believe we can anticipate that the recommended program will
include multiple approaches, with emphasis upon the importance
of competitionr dDd will emphasize the long-term nature of the
objective while defining c1ear, near-term tangible goals. For
example, the first goal might be a ground-based anti-satellite
system capable of killing satellites, even in geostationary
orbits. Many have worked hard to ensure that near-term progress
would be achieved, in order to avoid a floundering R & D
program. Although considerable pressure remains !o pr.="r.r"
past programs, the presence of many new faces has promoted a
good dialogue.

Although I do caution against overconfidencer w€ have come a
Iong way in three months. From my own local perspective, the
addition of a new man as BitI C1ark's top defense expert on the
National Security Council staff has become a real asset. Ron
Lehman, who spent several years on the staff of the Senate
Armed Services Committee and more recently in the DoD, shares my
In fact, I have asked him to
enthusiasm for this initiative.
join us on JuIy tI. I would also hope that your Joe, Jack, Karl,
BilI and I could get together before the meeting so that I could
give you a more complete and timely update,
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-2Because nearly six weeks have transpired since your meeting in
Washington, I will offer some suggestions in the light of present
circumstances. Firstr the need for special management to implement the program and to maintain an appropriate priority has been
discussed. However, I believe such a mechanism as you recommend
should await implementation at least until the conclusion of the

present efforts to formulate a first step. I fear that introducing special management before then would negate the present
enthusiasm of those involved by implying criticism of their
efforts" Your focussing attention upon special management for
implementation of the Study Teams' recommendations is timely,
now that the program is beginning to take firm shape. Second,
since the White House Science Council's involvement and active
participation may be important in marshalling the broadest
possible expertise to assist in this formidable task, I believe
they should be encouraged to continue their effort. As you may
well remember, the President feels strongly about the importance
of drawing upon the full technological expertise from academia,
the federal sectorr and industry.

Finally, the success of this new initiative

depends upon

developing a broad, bipartisan base of support and maintaining
it by identifying demonstrable steps toward the ultimate goal.
It will become more and more important to develop the support
of Congressional defense leaders such as Sam Nunn, John Tower
and even relatively junior but respected members such as Dick
Cheney.

It is with a sense of relief that I can wax enthusiastic about
the follow-up to the Presidentrs lularch 23 speech. I do think
that the timing of your visit is nearly idealr dnd much better
than a month ago. Dick Wirthlin assures me that the broad
base of support is therer provided we take the next steps
carefully and wisely. Hopefully, we will find ourselves in
the middle of the campaign with the opposition forced to
argue the merits of assured destruction--an argument that will
doubtless wane quickly. I look forward to seeing you next week
and, in advancer thank you for the inconvenience of coming to
Washington in the heat of sunmer.
Best regards,

G.

A. Keyworth

Science Advisor to the President
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